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Over the last few years, the dramatic growth in video demand has inspired the service providers (e.g., Netflix 

and YouTube) to swing towards HTTP based Dynamic Adaptive Streaming (DASH). However, sustaining the 

adequate bandwidth claims over this rapid growth in multimedia content becomes a significant challenge for 

network operators. Considering the effectiveness of the next generation future Internet architecture, i.e., Name 

Data Networking (NDN), recently DASH over NDN is implemented. The fundamental characteristics of NDN, such 

as efficient content distribution and low bandwidth requirements, significantly increase the bandwidth utilization, 

which ensures the smooth delivery of multimedia content. However, we discovered that the above characteristics 

of NDN also opens the door for new vulnerabilities. 

In this paper, first we propose a new attack termed as “Bitrate Oscillation Attack ” (BOA), which disrupt the 

functionality of DASH protocol over NDN by exploiting its two key features called in-network caching and interest 

aggregation . In particular, BOA forces the DASH streaming system running at the honest client to oscillate in var- 

ious video resolutions with high frequency and amplitude, within a single video session. Second, to mitigate the 

BOA, we design and implement a proactive countermeasure called “NC based DAS-NDN ”. Our solution efficiently 

enables the network coding to DAS multimedia content and within NDN architecture. Thus, without any coordi- 

nation between the network nodes reduces bitrate oscillations in the presence of BOA and NDN’s inherent content 

source variations. The performance evaluation performed on different target scenarios proves the effectiveness 

of our proposed attack, and the results also show the correctness of our proposed corresponding countermeasure. 

In particular, the result analysis shows that BOA increases the annoyance factor in spatial dimension of end-user, 

and our countermeasure greatly reduces the adverse effects of BOA and also make DAS friendly to NDN’s inherent 

features. 
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. Introduction 

The significance and usage of multimedia traffic are rapidly increas-
ng from the last few years. It is due to the technological advancements
n mobile devices, hardware, and design & deployment of new network-
ng technologies (e.g., LTE, 5G, software-defined networks, and cloud
omputing) which supports the efficient multimedia usage. As per the
isco Visual Networking Index (VNI) predictions [1] , the video data
ill occupy approximately 82% of the IP traffic, and the mobile de-
ices alone will contribute about one-third of Internet traffic by 2022.
t present, multimedia streaming providers like YouTube and Netflix

ogether produce approximately 50% of IP traffic. The other similar ser-
ice providers like Hulu, Amazon-Prime, and HBO-GO are also gaining
apid popularity. This exponential growth in the multimedia traffic over
he current Internet architecture causes various challenges for network
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perators mainly about satisfying the user requirements (e.g., band-
idth, and latency). Taking into account the rapid growth in internet

raffic, the researchers are proposing new networking paradigms (e.g.,
ame Data Networking (NDN) [2–5] ) to meet the bandwidth require-
ents of end-users. By caching the data within the network, NDN han-
les the congestion, scales the Internet, and ease the bandwidth block-
ge. In NDN, the routers not only perform the routing operations but
hey also perform in-network caching and interest aggregation [3,6] . In
articular, NDN provides built-in support to cache and multi-cast the
ata at network layer devices. Unlike IP, in which routers mainly do the
outing of data packets, NDN routers forwards and cache the incoming
ata packets. In this way, NDN architecture replaces the communication
odel from host-centric to content-centric, and it is widely accepted as
 Future Internet Architecture (FIA) [7] . 

Currently, the content providers uses HTTP based Dynamic Adap-
ive Streaming (DASH) [8–10] as a primary protocol for multimedia
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raffic delivery due to its optimize network bandwidth usage feature. In
ASH, to attain best possible Quality of Experience (QoE) during a video

treaming session, the user dynamically adapts to the most appropriate
esolution (i.e., bitrate) based on certain network and system properties
uch as link bandwidth, latency, and system buffer size. 

Hence, DASH is becoming a standard protocol for streaming mul-
imedia traffic over the Internet. In DASH, the adaptation logic makes
ecisions based on the real-time measurements of link bandwidth or
atency. In this way, DASH moves the accountability of quality assur-
nce from network or producer to the consumer side in a transparent
ay [11] . By taking into account, the effectiveness of NDN paradigm
hich minimizes the challenges faced by the existing Internet, and to
vercome limitations of multimedia streaming, recently, research com-
unity investigated the implementation of Dynamic Adaptive Stream-

ng (DAS) over NDN [12–15] . Several studies, e.g., [16–20] , evidently
ighlights the efficacy of this combination, where NDN’s inherent char-
cteristics provide support to DAS, thus, makes DAS a perfect candidate
or efficient and scalable multimedia streaming over NDN. NDN’s in-
etwork caching and multipath transmission provides several benefits
o the content provider, such as reduced bandwidth requirement and
etwork latency. However, the direct mapping of DAS over NDN opens
ew security vulnerabilities that an attacker could exploit to reduce the
oE perceived by an end-user. 

.1. Motivation and Contribution 

As NDN is still in its initial stages of recognition as a potential FIA, it
ecomes important to identify and address the potential security threats
hat might exist or arise due to the use of existing technologies (such
AS) in the NDN environment. To this end, we identified that during

he adaptive bitrate streaming, an adversary could adversely exploit two
undamental characteristics of NDN, called in-network caching and inter-

st aggregation [3] . More specifically, an attacker can target the bitrate
daptation logic unit of DAS that results in the degradation of QoE per-
eived by the benign user. To launch the attack, it is assumed that same
s the benign users, the attacker also has access to the multimedia data
hrough NDN routers, and he/she knows in advance about the multi-
edia content that the benign consumer will request in the near future.
y implementing our proposed algorithm, the attacker is able to launch
 Bitrate Oscillation Attack (BOA) which forces the DAS client to com-
ute false bandwidth estimations during bitrate adaption process, caus-
ng video streaming with highly variable bitrates. The primarily results
erifying the adverse effects of our proposed BOA attack on user per-
eived QoE is reported in [21] . As per our knowledge, this is the first
uch attack on NDN along with its countermeasure. We believe that it is
ssential to carefully investigate the DAS functionality (and change it as
eeded) before its actual deployment in NDN for real-world multimedia
ervices. 

Although NDN naively supports multipath routing and content dis-
ribution without the need of any supplementary protocol [3] . For ex-
mple, the interests issued by the client to retrieve data packets can
e replied by any network node which cache the content. However,
DN does not provide any mechanism to provide coordination about the
ached content and forwarding strategies between the network nodes.
ue to the lack of any coordination scheme, the interest packets sent for

he same content might result in retrieval of that content from multiple
ources without considering the requirements of a particular applica-
ion, e.g., DAS. Since the DAS client receiving the multimedia content
rom multiple paths results in sub-optimal bitrate adaptation (i.e., de-
rades perceived QoE). In contrast, providing coordination between for-
arding strategies and cache states would require global knowledge of

he complete network. It results in increased computational complexity
nd makes it hard to scale in large and dynamic networks. 

Apart from extending the attack scenarios and result analysis that
re provided in [21] , this paper proposes a novel mitigation technique
alled as Network Coding enabled DAS over NDN (NC based DAS-NDN),
hich is a network-side solution to countermeasure the BOA. In partic-
lar, we propose a robust framework for adaptive bitrate streaming by
fficiently enabling network coding [22–24] in NDN to provide opti-
al multipath multimedia content delivery for DAS clients. Our pro-
osed scheme retains the functionality of ICN’s inherent features, i.e.,
n-network caching and multipath transmission, but, it sends network
oded interest packets to request network coded data packets. These
ata packets are produced from the same set of original data packets
hile considering the parameters of QoE perceived by the DAS clients.
hus, NC based DAS-NDN aims to reduce bitrate oscillations caused by
n attacker or NDN’s inherent content source variations without coordi-
ating the forwarding strategies (and cache states) between the network
odes. In summary, the significant contributions of our work are the fol-
owing. 

• We propose a novel attack called Bitrate Oscillation Attack (BOA).
During a video streaming session, the BOA makes the be-
nign consumer(s) to perform the streaming in different resolu-
tions/representations, thus decreases the user QoE. To perform the
attack, the attacker exploits the adaptation logic of DAS along with
the inherent characteristics of NDN routers. Through implementa-
tion and result analysis, we prove the effectiveness, (i.e., higher an-
noyance factor in the spatial dimension of user), of our proposed
attack algorithm. 

• We propose NC based DAS-NDN , an effective countermeasure to
BOA. It is a network coding enabled technique for DAS over NDN
to resist the bitrate oscillations caused by either the adversary or the
inherent content source variations, with any coordination between
the network nodes. We implement a new model of NDN network
node which supports the functionalities of network coding. We also
present a new design of network coding enabled client and content
source, which efficiently adopts network coded multimedia content
in order to enhance the performance of DAS. 

• We fully implement our attack and its proposed countermeasure us-
ing the NDN network simulator called AMuSt-ndnSIM [25] . The per-
formance evaluation done in different target NDN scenarios show the
impact of the attack on user’s perceived QoE, and how our counter-
measure resists the attack to improve the perceived QoE. 

.2. Organization 

The remaining of this paper is organized as follow. DASH protocol
s discussed along with the state-of-the-art on the DASH over NDN in
ection 2 . The system and adversary models on which our attack and its
ountermeasure is evaluated is presented in Section 3 . The description of
ur proposed attack is given in Section 4 , and the working methodology
f the proposed mitigation approach given in Section 6 . The simulation
etup and performance evaluation through result analysis is presented
n Section 7 . Finally, in Section 8 , we conclude our work with future
esearch directions. 

. Related Work 

Recently, DAS has been developed as a most used technique for
daptive bitrate streaming mechanism which supports real-time or on-
emand video streaming. Therefore, almost all the famous providers in
he market of Internet video streaming such as Netflix, Amazon prime,
nd YouTube, relies on DAS [13] . All these service applications uses
PEG-DASH (Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP) [9,10] , which

s endorsed by ISO/IEC and it turn out to be the highest used solution
or DAS. In particular, DASH lay down the description of video data
vailability, and the procedure of how it should be segmented. 

With the appreciation of NDN [3,6] as a possible future replace-
ent of exiting Internet architecture, and the increasing popularity

f DASH [26] , the DASH over NDN implementation has gained note-
orthy consideration from the research community. Numerous stud-

es [13,14,16–19] have shown in-network functionalities presented by
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Fig. 1. Dynamic adaptive multimedia streaming over NDN 
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Fig. 2. Sequence of interests to launch BOA 
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DN as a support for DAS. For example, authors in [20] demonstrate
 combination of DASH and NDN by implementing a proxy service be-
ween HTTP and NDN, and authors in [16,19] completely exploit the
otential of NDN and shows the implementation of DASH client as a in-
tinctive NDN interface. In specific, the framework converts the HTTP
equest and reply messages to the corresponding NDN interest and con-
ent messages. Fig. 1 illustrate the proposed architecture of DASH over
DN [6] , where DASH-related components are marked in light blue and
DN-related components in dark grey color. In NDN, similar to HTTP-
ased DAS, MPD defines the relationship between a segment’s associated
haracteristics (i.e., bitrate, resolution, versions etc) and its name using
DN names, however, uses Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs) instead
f URLs [12] . In addition, the hierarchical naming scheme of NDN ex-
licitly supports DASH versioning and segmentation [16] . The starring
ole of DASH’s streaming control system is to adjust the client requests
ased on the available bitrates and estimated available network band-
idth. It is done to deliver a smooth streaming session to end users with
igh QoE. 

The work in [16,17,19] confirms that DASH over NDN is able to
rovide enhanced performance in terms of average download bitrate,
mooth streaming sessions, and reduced bandwidth requirements. Also,
he outcome of [16,19] demonstrates the effectiveness of in-network
aching in the case where multiple clients request similar contents, sub-
equently showing improved video quality over time. Furthermore, the
uthors in [18] exhibit the gain of NDN-based dynamic adaptive stream-
ng while using Scalable Video Coding (SVC), proving that integration
f the layered data approach with in-network caching increases the per-
ormance of bitrate adaptation process and provides smooth playback
ithout stalling. 

The QoE in adaptive video streaming is a fundamental factor which
elies on the intermingling of high video quality (e.g., high bitrate)
nd high streaming performance (e.g., continuous playback without re-
uffering). The authors in [27] and [28] explain the impairment fac-
ors that affect the user experience for dash video, and it illustrates that
he frequent switching in video representations in a session diminishes
treaming quality. Thus, the spatial quality of video can be determined
y the level of variations occurred during a streaming session. 

The role of DASH streaming control mechanism is to adapt the client
equests based on the available bitrate and network bandwidth. In this
ay, it aims to provide a smooth streaming session with high Qual-

ty of Experience (QoE). In this paper, we observed the behaviour of
ASH streaming control system while it interacts with NDN’s implicit
haracteristics. Although the results from [13,14,16–20] show that NDN
eatures are advantageous for adaptive video streaming, we show that
he DASH streaming control system also exposes new security vulnera-
ilities when it intersects with NDN’s architecture [21] . We claim that
y exploiting these features a malicious user can degrade the QoE of a
ASH client during its streaming process. In particular, we identify that
n attacker can adversely exploit two ICN features, namely in-network
aching and interest aggregation. In particular, the adversary can harm
he adaptive behaviour of DASH streaming control system. 

. System and Adversary Models 

In this work, we take a scenario of adaptive video streaming in NDN
aradigm as it is shown in Fig. 2 . The producer ( P ) publishes multimedia
ontent which it stores in a DASH-compatible format. The multimedia
le (say, S ) consists of n number of segments of equal length, moreover,
ll the segments are available for streaming in various encoded bitrates
 b ), i.e., where each bitrate represents a different resolution/quality of
he same content. To perform the video streaming, the client ( C ) re-
uests (by sending appropriate interest messages) the segment(s) from
roducer in one of the available bitrate of S at P , the choice of request-
ng a particular bitrate depends upon the DASH adaptation logic unit.

e assume that an adversary ( Adv ) have the advance knowledge about
he content or video file that C will be streaming next or in near future.
astly, the interest messages sent by both C and Adv travels via multi-
le NDN routers ( R i 𝜖| R |) to reach P Table 1 presents the summary of
otations used in the paper. 

.1. System Model 

In the evaluation scenario that we consider in this paper, the enti-
ies all including C , 𝐴𝑑𝑣, P , and R are configured with the NDN stack.
o perform the adaptive streaming during a video fetch, C and P uses
he traditional DASH over NDN protocol [16,19] . The 𝐴𝑑𝑣 knows about
he usage of DASH protocol in the network, and it chooses to attack (to
egrade consumer QoE) the DASH functionality instead of using it to
ptimize its own streaming operations. The DASH-compliant multime-
ia streaming mainly uses the following two well known video encoding
echniques, namely, Scalable Video Coding (SVC) [29] , and Advanced
ideo Coding (AVC) [30] . In SVC technique, the video data is encoded

n independent layers of quality known as base layer (BL) and enhance-
ent layers (EL), in such a way that each layer subsequently contributes

n the enhancement of video quality. While in AVC, all the segments
hich has a different bitrates are represented independently by a unique

egment name. For example, a segment of bitrate 100 kb/s is represented
s /dash/bunny/_2s_100kbit/bunny_2s1.m4s . The naming
nformation of all the different bitrate segments is given in the MPD file
hrough URI [12] . The consumer requests a segment in an appropriate
itrate that is calculated by the DASH’s adaptive logic unit. We perform
 thorough investigation of the exploitation that attacker performs in the
etwork and its effects on the behaviour of C by using all forms of adap-
ation strategies that are given in traditional DASH streaming control
ystem (i.e., Rate-Based ( RB ), Buffer-Based ( BB ), and Rate-Buffer-based
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 R & B ) [25] . Below, we briefly discuss the functionality these adaptation
trategies. 

.1.1. Rate-Based adaptation logic 

The RB adaptation algorithms [31,32] base on the idea of using the
revious segment’s measured bandwidth as a measure of bandwidth es-
imation of subsequent segment. In this way it measures the bandwidth
vailability of network links during streaming. Specifically, in RB tech-
ique, C calculates the link bandwidth at every instance while down-
oading a segment, and then it uses an exponential weighted moving
verage to calculate available bandwidth for the next segment, as illus-
rated in Eq. 1 . 

𝑘 +1 = (1 − 𝛽) ∗ 𝜆𝑘 + 𝛽 ∗ 𝜆, (1)

here 𝜆𝑘 +1 is the next bandwidth estimation and 𝜆k is the previous one.
is calculated as a ratio of current segment size to its download time. 𝛽 is
 constant, which reduces the impact of fresh measures on the estimate.
sing the Eq. 1 , C select the highest affordable media encoded bitrate
 𝑘 +1 for the next segment (i.e., 𝑏 𝑘 +1 < 𝜆𝑘 +1 ) that it fetches. 

.1.2. Buffer based adaptation logic 

The BB adaptation technique uses current buffer occupancy level,
 ( t ), at the client machine as a measure to estimate bitrate for next seg-
ent. The buffer is divided into multiple levels, and C requests 𝑏 𝑘 +1 
hich depends on its actual buffer level. We use Bandwidth independent

fficient Buffering (BiEB) [33] scheme as a standard, and it has a maxi-
um buffer limit of 33 seconds. 

.1.3. Rate and Buffer-Based Adaptation logic 

The R&B adaptation technique [34] uses a hybrid approach by com-
ining the RB and BB mechanisms. In R&B, C performs the bandwidth
stimation for the next segment 𝜆𝑘 +1 such that it stabilizes the buffer
evel B ( t ) around a target value ( B max ). The aim is to keep the adapta-
ion rate smooth by avoiding its reaction to fluctuating link bandwidth.
he R&B adaptation technique use two threshold values ( B min and B max )
long with 𝜆k and 𝜆𝑘 + 1 . Then, the increase/decrease in bitrate selec-
ion process is governed in following two ways: (i) decrease, when B ( t )
 B max , and when B min ≤ B ( t ) ≤ B max , quickly shift to a lower quality, and
nally, when B ( t ) < B min , request the lowest quality, and (ii) increase, if
 min ≤ B ( t ) ≤ B max or greater than B max . 

.2. Adversary model 

For the adversarial model, we first assume that 𝐴𝑑𝑣 is connected to at
east one on-path router between C and P . It is not a strict assumption as
he adversary could be connected to any intermediate router(s) that are
art of the route between P and C . Using the state-of-the-art geo-locating
echniques such as [35] , an 𝐴𝑑𝑣 can identify the routers that are close to
 and then connect with them. In our performance evaluation section,
e show that how the different positions of 𝐴𝑑𝑣 with respect to C effects

he QoE of video streaming at C . In particular, in Section 7 , we show the
dverse impact on C when a 𝐴𝑑𝑣 launches the attack by connecting to
ifferent locations in the network. Also, we show the impact of attack
sing different launching techniques by 𝐴𝑑𝑣 . 

Other assumption we made is that 𝐴𝑑𝑣 has prior information about
he multimedia data ( S ) which C will be streaming in close future. Many
tate-of-the-art schemes support our assumption apart from the prelim-
nary knowledge required to execute the attack subjective to C . For in-
tance, 𝐴𝑑𝑣 can exploit the timing attacks as a side channels to breach
he consumer privacy and infer if some content has been previously
treamed by C [36] . Additionally, 𝐴𝑑𝑣 could also specifically probe a
PD file by exploiting the timing attacks to discover whether C has

reviously requested a content (i.e., video related to MPD file) or not.
hese schemes allow 𝐴𝑑𝑣 to predict the multimedia data that C is or will
e requesting. Also, it could be the case that C and 𝐴𝑑𝑣 share the same
ireless connection, which allows the adversary to trace network traffic
nd it can easily perform the eavesdropping attack [37] . Based on the
raffic traces of the consumer, 𝐴𝑑𝑣 could have some knowledge about
he online activities of C , and it could predict the streaming content and
ts source [38] . 

Finally, a viral video file is always a good candidate to launch our
OA in the target network. In this case, the adversary can target the viral
ideo content which will be requested by the majority of network users.
hus, the attack can also be subjected to a specific video. In result, all
he users requesting that video shall be impacted by the attack if victim
nd adversary are sharing at least one on-path router towards the source
f the video. In particular, the number of nodes negatively impacted by
ur BOA attack is dependent on the position of the attacker node(s) with
espect to the client (benign) nodes. All the client nodes that shares with
he attacker, one or more intermediate routers, on the route towards
he producer will be affected adversely. The impact will increase as the
umber of common intermediate routers increases on the route between
he client node and producer. Moreover, the client nodes that shares the
ame first hop router with the attacker will be affected most. 

. A Bitrate Oscillation Attack for DAS over NDN 

This section presents the working methodology of our Bitrate Oscil-
ation Attack (BOA) that impacts negatively to the QoE perceived by
he NDN consumers ( C ) during the streaming of multimedia content.
he application that performs the streaming process make use of DASH
odule over NDN. To deliberately reduce the quality of the received
ultimedia content at C during a streaming session, adversary ( 𝐴𝑑𝑣 )

xploits the functionality of the rate adaption function of DASH stream-
ng control system. The 𝐴𝑑𝑣 launches the attack by inducing frequent
nd large amplitude bitrate oscillations in the DASH streaming system,
hich results in frequent switching between highly variable represen-

ations (e.g., 𝑏 + and 𝑏 − ) of the multimedia content, as it is shown in
ig. 2 . In particular, assume that C needs to watch a video file (say S ).
o launch the BOA, 𝐴𝑑𝑣 strategically requests some segments of S be-
ore the C starts to fetching it. The segments returned from P through
he network to 𝐴𝑑𝑣 are stored on each intermediate router that earlier
orwarded the corresponding interests [6] . Now, at the latter time when
 sent the interest packets to fetch the segments of S , some of the these

nterest requests will be satisfied by P while some from intermediate
outers. Due to this, the DASH adaptive system at C will estimate differ-
nt adaptation rates for alternative segments of the S which leads to the
egradation of the QoE perceived by the consumer. 

To perform the BOA, we assume that 𝐴𝑑𝑣 knows about the multi-
edia content (i.e., S ) that the C will be requesting from the network

n near future. However, 𝐴𝑑𝑣 does not know about the resolution(s) in
hich the C will request the content ( S ), it is because it depends on the
AS adaptation module running at C . Therefore, 𝐴𝑑𝑣 fetches the seg-
ents in all the available resolutions. Initially, any consumer (like C or
𝑑𝑣 ) receives the MPD file which has the details about all the segments
long with their available bitrates/representations of a video file that
he consumer wants to fetch [19] . To successfully perform the BOA, the
im of 𝐴𝑑𝑣 is to use the information listed in MPD to request a number
f segments (in all the available bitrates) of S in a way that leads to
requent and high amplitude oscillations for C . All these segments are
ached at intermediate routes during their way to 𝐴𝑑𝑣 . Recall that, in
DN, when the interest packets traverses towards the P the intermedi-
te routers store a state in their PIT to satisfy the requirements of inter-
st aggregation [3] . When P receives the interest it sends the requested
ontent back into the network, and the content follows the same route
hrough which the interest packets are received. 

The 𝐴𝑑𝑣 issues legitimate interest messages for S in a predefined se-
uence to ensure the BOA at consumer. As mentioned above that 𝐴𝑑𝑣
xploits the interest aggregation feature of NDN to store all issued inter-
sts at the on-route router’s PIT. In our attack model, 𝐴𝑑𝑣 sent interest
essages for the segments of S in ascending order, but it generate in-

erests for alternative segments and for all available bitrates. As each
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Fig. 3. Topology considered 
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nterest requested by 𝐴𝑑𝑣 is for new S n , therefore, every interest makes
 PIT entry in the router and is being forwarded the upstream routers.
s shown in Fig. 3 , later, when C subsequently requests the segments of
 (i.e., starts the video streaming), either 𝐴𝑑𝑣 has previously requested
hat segment or the segment was one of the segments which is skipped
y 𝐴𝑑𝑣, i.e., not requested. For instance, take a particular segment say
 n , which is requested by C . If S n has been previously requested by an
𝑑𝑣 and it is received from P , then S n will be cached at R 2 , and it will be
rovided to C within a round-trip time (RTT) between C and R 2 . More-
ver, if S n has been requested by 𝐴𝑑𝑣 but it is not yet arrived to R 2 , then
he interest packet sent for S n from C will be aggregated at R 2 [3] . In
his case, the C will receive S n in less than the RTT between C and P . The
TT depends on the position of S n on the path from P to 𝐴𝑑𝑣 . Lastly, if
𝑑𝑣 has never requested S n in the past, then the interest request from C

ill be forwarded upto P , assuming that S n is not stored at any interme-
iate router cache. In this case, the S n will take the full RTT between C
nd P to be delivered to C . 

When affected by the attack, the C calculates relatively short RTT for
egments that are pre-fetched by 𝐴𝑑𝑣, and the DASH adaptation logic
ill assume it as an indication of high available bandwidth in the net-
ork. By pre-fetching segments of S with a predefined pattern (e.g.,

onsecutive gaps), the 𝐴𝑑𝑣 could force the DAS adaptation logic at C to
requently switch between different representations (i.e., very high and
ow) of S . Next, we discuss the design and functionality of our proposed
OA Algorithm 1 which runs at 𝐴𝑑 𝑣, i.e., an 𝐴𝑑 𝑣 request content in an

lgorithm 1 Algorithm at Adversary to launch BOA 

1: procedure Sequence_of_interest ( 𝑆, 𝑖, 𝑗, 𝛼) 
2: 𝑀 𝑃 𝐷 ← Send _ requests _ 𝑡𝑜 _ 𝑃 ⊳ 𝑀 𝑃 𝐷 = { 𝑆( 𝑛 ) 𝑏 𝑖,𝑗 }
3: for 𝑛 = 1 , 𝑛 ⩽ 𝑁, 𝑛 + 𝛼 do 

4: 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡 ( 𝑆( 𝑛 ) 𝑏 ) ← 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 ( 𝑆( 𝑛 ) 𝑏 ) 
5: for 𝑖 ⩽ 𝑓 ⩽ 𝑗 do 

6: 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡 ( 𝑆( 𝑛 ) 𝑏 𝑓 ) ← 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 ( 𝑆( 𝑛 ) 𝑏 𝑓 ) ⊳ 𝑆( 𝑛 ) 𝑏 𝑖 , …𝑆( 𝑛 ) 𝑏 𝑗 
caches on 𝐶𝑆 𝑘 

7: end for 

8: end for 

9: close ; 

scending order with a predefined gap ( 𝛼). Finally, we will investigate
he behavior of C in the presence of our BOA algorithm running at 𝐴𝑑𝑣 .

At time t i , the 𝐴𝑑𝑣 retrieves the MPD and issues a series of interest
essages in ascending order (i.e., 𝑆( 𝑛 + 𝛼) ). Here 𝛼 is the variable or
xed length consecutive gap so that the adversary can issue the discon-
inuous requests toward P in all the available bitrates ( b ( i , j ) ) of S . Each
equest issued by the 𝐴𝑑𝑣 is for a new segment with all available bitrates
 b ( i , j ) ) till it requests a total of N number of segments. For each interest,
ay 𝑆( 𝑛 + 𝛼) 𝑏 ( 𝑖,𝑗) , the router first check the segment in their cache. If not
ound then check whether it is listed in the PIT, if not, the router for-
ard the interest to FIB [6] in order to forward it to producer. All such

orwarded interests traverse the path 𝐴𝑑𝑣 →Ap 1 →R 2 →R 1 →R 0 . Due to
he functioning of NDN [3] , the data segments corresponding to inter-
sts follows reverse path, and along their way these segment are cached
t intermediate routers. Lets assume that at time t j , C retrieves the MPD
or a desired content. As per the information in MPD, C transmit inter-
sts to fetch S n in a bitrate (say b k ). b k is estimated by DAS adaption
ogic using the current network conditions [8] . While streaming, when
 request a segment by sending the interest 𝑆( 𝑛 + 𝛼) , the interest will
raverse the route C →Ap 2 →R 2 . It is because R 2 have the requested con-
ent in its cache ( CS 2 ) and it will satisfy the received interest with it.Let
 f be the bitrate representation of the segment received from CS 2 , and
 𝑓+1 be the next, and b i , b j be the available lowest and maximum bi-
rate. As the interest 𝑆( 𝑛 + 𝛼) is satisfied from R 2 cache, the C estimates
igh download rate for the next segment, and accordingly the DASH
daptation unit at C will request the highest resolution (i.e., b j ). That
s, C requests 𝑆( 𝑛 + 𝛼 + 1) with b j , but, the interest will traverse toward
 through the path C →Ap 1 →R 2 →R 1 →R 0 because the requested seg-
ent has not yet been cached at any of the intermediate routers. As a

esult, when C receives the 𝑆( 𝑛 + 𝛼 + 1) , its adaption unit calculates low
vailable bandwidth, thus it will estimate a lower network throughput.
t is due to the increased RTT of 𝑆( 𝑛 + 𝛼 + 1) . Hence, in this way, due
o the BOA attack, C will select a lower representation for the next seg-
ent. If this process is repeated multiple times by the 𝐴𝑑𝑣, then it will

ead in alternative cache hit and miss at routers for the interest messages
ent by C . 

Algorithms 2 and 3 shows the procedure that C uses to stream a video

lgorithm 2 Victim ( C ) segment selection process 

1: procedure select_segment_proc( 𝑆( 𝑛 ) 𝑏 𝑘 , 𝑖, 𝑗, 𝛼, 𝑓 ) 
2: MPD ← Send _ requests _ to _ 𝑃 ⊳ 𝑀𝑃 𝐷 = { 𝑆( 𝑛 ) 𝑏 𝑖,𝑗 }
3: 𝑆( 𝑟 ) 𝑏 𝑘 ← Select _ segment _ proc() 

4: 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡 ( 𝑆( 𝑟 ) 𝑏 𝑘 ) ← 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 ( 𝑆( 𝑟 ) 𝑏 𝑘 ) 
5: 𝑆 ( 𝑛 ) 𝑏 𝑘 ← 𝑆 ( 𝑟 ) 𝑏 𝑘 
6: 𝑖𝑛𝑑 ← 𝑟 

7: while 𝑖𝑛𝑑 ≠ 𝑁 do 

8: 𝑘 ← Bitrate _ adaptation _ proc ( 𝑆( 𝑛 ) 𝑏 𝑘 , 𝑖, 𝑗, 𝛼, 𝑓 ) 
9: 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡 ( 𝑆( 𝑚 ) 𝑏 𝑘 ) ← 𝑅𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡 ( 𝑆( 𝑚 ) 𝑏 𝑘 ) ⊳ 𝑚 ∈ ( 𝑟, 𝑁]

10: 𝑆 ( 𝑛 ) 𝑏 𝑘 ← 𝑆 ( 𝑚 ) 𝑏 𝑘 
11: 𝑖𝑛𝑑 ← 𝑚 

12: end while 

13: close ; 

lgorithm 3 Victim ( C ) bitrate selection process 

1: procedure Bitrate_adaptation_proc ( 𝑆( 𝑛 ) 𝑏 𝑘 , 𝑖, 𝑗, 𝛼, 𝑓 ) 
2: if 𝑛 == 𝑟 + 𝑞 × 𝛼 then ⊳ 𝑞 ∈ {1 , … , ( 𝑁 − 𝑟 ) 𝑑𝑖𝑣 𝛼 }
3: 𝑑 𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 _ 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 ← 𝐴𝑑𝑎𝑝𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 _ 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙 _ 𝑠𝑦𝑠 () 
4: if 𝑘 ⩽𝑑 𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 _ 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 then 

5: 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝 _ 𝑘 ← 𝑤 ⊳ 𝑤 ∈ ( 𝑖, 𝑗]
6: else 

7: 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝 _ 𝑘 ← 𝑤 ⊳ 𝑤 ∈ [ 𝑖, 𝑗)
8: end if 

9: else 

10: 𝑑 𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 _ 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 ← 𝐴𝑑𝑎𝑝𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 _ 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙 _ 𝑠𝑦𝑠 () 
11: if 𝑘 ⩾𝑑 𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 _ 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 then 

12: 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝 _ 𝑘 ← 𝑤 ⊳ 𝑤 ∈ 𝑖
13: else 

14: 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝 _ 𝑘 ← 𝑤 ⊳ 𝑤 ∈ ( 𝑖, 𝑗]
15: end if 

16: end if 

17: Return 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝 _ 𝑘 

18: close; 

le (say 𝑆( 𝑛 ) 𝑏 𝑖,𝑗 ) when a BOA attack is ongoing. Algorithm 2 depicts the
rocedure in which C sends interest messages to request N segments in
 sequential order. The selection of bitrate for the requested segments
re given in Algorithm 3 . The adaptation control logic of DAS calculates
he data rate to select the optimal download bitrate for all the segments
hat it requests. Since the download rate at C depends on the RTT of
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revious segment(s) and if the segment has been received from CS , then
or the segments 𝑆( 𝑛 + 𝛼 + 1) , the C will request the highest bitrate, i.e.,
 j . However, due to low download rate for the subsequent segment, the
ower bitrate is will be requested for the next requested segment by C . 

Due to the above mentioned functionality of procedures, the C will
xperience undesirable bitrate oscillations, manifesting as continuous
witches between immensely high and low representations, and it will
ead to degradation in user-perceived QoE. Moreover, the playback
uffer depletes in case of repeated oscillations, and it will force C to
ake radical measures to refill it at the expense of smooth streaming.
ote that default in-network/partial caching feature can also lead to
scillations for a benign user. However, these bitrate oscillations will
ot lead to a noticeable degradation of QoE at user. This is because in
 normal scenario a bunch of continues popular content gets stored on
he routers and, each DASH client is experiencing individual network
onditions. In result, the oscillation frequency and amplitude will be
ery low to count as QoE degradation. Moreover, content popularity
ay lead to a increase in QoE for users in such cases. In contrast, the
oA forces the honest client(s) to stream continuously in immensely dif-
erent available bitrates (i.e., very high and very low resolutions) while
treaming a video file. 

. Network Coding in Name Data Networking 

The Network Coding (NC) is an approach in which data delivery to
he consumers is made in such a way that prior to being forwarded,
he available data packets are combined (i.e., coded) at source(s) and
ntermediate routers [23,24,39,40] . Therefore, in NC enabled NDN ar-
hitecture, the network coded data packet comprise evidence from the
ntire data which have been combined (i.e., coded) to generate them.
he fundamental objective of integrating NC in NDN is that consumer
o longer requires to request specific data segments. Instead, it requests
ncoded data segments which also posses similar information. 

In NDN, an interest i n , l issued by consumer requests for any specific
ata packet s n , l , where l is the data packet ID. On the other side, in NC
nabled NDN, an interest 𝑖 𝑛 is being requested for the network coded
ata packet ̂𝑠 𝑛 , without mentioning any specific data packet ID, l . There-
ore, in order to retrieve �̂� 𝑛 , a set a interests 𝐼 𝑛 = { ̂𝑖 𝑛 } are required. In
articular, the set denotes to a single interest. To retrieve the requested
ontent, every consumer sends the interest 𝑖 𝑛 for at least | S n | times.
ote that to retrieve the original content, more than | S n | data packets
ight be required since the generation of network coded data packets

s by randomly combining the original data packets of a specific name
refix 1 . Also, in case of packet loss, additional interests are required to
e issued to recover the lost data packets. Any node receiving network
oded interests is able to reply with network coded data packets that
atch the specified name prefix and are available in the CS. 

To be more precise, let’s denote the network coded data packet �̂� 𝑛 
s a vector ̂𝐬 𝐧 , where each individual element of a vector fits in a finite
eld. Therefore, the set of including multiple network coded data pack-
ts (let say, | S n |) can also be denoted as a matrix �̂� 𝐧 , where each row
orresponds to a unique data packet �̂� 𝐧 . In particular, to produce net-
ork coded data packet ̂𝐬 𝐧 any node executes the following operations:

̂
 𝐧 = 𝜇. ̂𝐒 𝐧 , where 𝜇 denotes the matrix of coding coefficients which is
rawn from a finite field, and �̂� 𝐧 is the matrix made by the set of data
ackets �̂� 𝑛 . In random linear network coding [41] , the selection of cod-
ng coefficient 𝜇 is random within a large finite field. In result, the data
ackets generated also have a high probability of being linearly inde-
endent to data packets which are being previously generated. In this
ay, the newly generated data packets are always innovative [41] . 
1 As a practical network coding approach, random linear network coding 

22,24] is used in the paper. s
. NC based DAS-NDN: Network Coding based robust framework 

or DAS over NDN 

In this section, we illustrate the functional and implementation de-
ails of proposed BOA countermeasure called NC based DAS-NDN that
ignificantly encounters the adverse effects of BOA, and provides a ro-
ust architecture for DAS over NDN. In contrast to existing HTTP based
AS, we claim that in NDN, it is not enough to calculate the bitrate for

ubsequent segments just by taking into account the estimation values 2 

f in-line receiving segments. It is due to the fact that NDN enables mul-
ipath communication, i.e., the content producer can be reached through
ultiple paths because of content source variation triggered by NDN’s

nherent features (i.e., dynamic in-network caching and interest aggre-
ation. This makes DAS estimate enormous and unexpected differences
or successive segments retrieved in an on-going video streaming ses-
ion. In particular, the segment(s) that are retrieved from the interme-
iate routers creates highly positive estimations as compared to the ones
eceived from the original content producer ( P ). We show (in Section 4 )
hat during a video session, if the variation in the successive segment’s
ocation is too frequent, DASH falsely estimates a higher or lower bitrate
i.e., resolution) for the succeeding segments, and it exposes a vulnera-
ility in DAS over NDN. 

We claim that in DAS over NDN, it is not satisfactory to discuss mul-
ipath streaming for efficient content distribution. To be robust against
OA and varied content source locations, the network should effectively
tilize the multimedia content, i.e., cache and route the content based
n the optimal resolutions/qualities to reduce bitrate oscillations. Thus
t efficiently delivers the best possible perceived QoE. The compulsion
pecifies that each network node should have a complete and network-
ide level view of the content information which relates to the per-

eived QoE. However, such a solution necessitates to exchange and pro-
ess enormous amounts of information very frequently. We propose to
ddress this problem by adapting NC for efficient and robust DAS over
DN. Our framework for NC based DAS-NDN efficiently combines (i.e.,

hrough NC) and forwards the multimedia content based on perceived
oE parameters, thus, reduce bitrate oscillations with varied source lo-
ations and multipath transmission. 

Below, we present the proposed NC enabled robust architecture for
AS over NDN. In Fig. 4 , we illustrate the main components of our NC-
nabled NDN architecture, i.e., content producer ( P ), source and client
esign, and router ( R ). In the following sections, we will discuss the
mplementation of the nodes in more detail. 
2 We refer here to all the parameters utilized by bitrate adaptation strategies, 

uch as bandwidth, buffer occupancy or hybrid, as discussed in Section 3 . 
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Fig. 5. Multimedia data packetization and mapping of generations 
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.1. Source Design 

We consider an NC enabled content source which acts as a repository
f network coded content (say S rep ). In particular, S rep when receives the
nterests can reply with the content which is in the repository. Unlike CS,
sing persistent storage devices, S rep is able to store the data packets for a
onger period of time. Before the procedure of DAS is being started by the
lients, S rep receives DASH segments from P , and further break them into
ata packets with associated names. It is because the network devices
se a maximum transmission unit (MTU) while processing an incoming
ata packet. Therefore, the produced segments are further fragmented
nto smaller data packets (or chunks) before their transmission. Finally,
he data packets are converted into their network coded version and
oaded in a repository. After receiving the interests, S rep satisfies interests
y delivering the network coded version of the data packets. Below, we
iscuss the functional details of the source design process. 

.1.1. Fragmentation of Multimedia data packets 

Each DASH segment is broken in a number of fragments (called data
ackets) in a way that each packet s n 𝜖 S n fits in the size of MTU. As
tated in Section 5 , each data packet s n is represented as a vector s n . To
ractically implement NC, an encoding vector is pre-pended with each
ata packet s n . This makes both the clients and routers aware of coding
perations which are being subjected to network coded data packets,
.e., �̂� 𝑛 . At S rep , the initial value (i.e., s n,v ) of encoding vector corre-
ponding to a data packet is set to 𝑣 th unit vector. The 𝑣 th place of this
ector is set to 1, and the other places are set to 0. 

The DASH segments are composed of the immense number of data
ackets. Therefore, by pre-pending encoding vectors to each packet cre-
tes additional communication overhead, which leads to the consump-
ion of network resources. To limit the overhead, we use the idea of
enerations [42] . In particular, the data packets from the original set
omposing S n are divided into smaller groups called generations [42] .
hen the similar coding operations are implemented on data packets
hat are part of the same generations [42] . It further reduces the net-
ork coding overhead. 

At S rep , we design the generations for DASH segments in a way that
etwork coded data version of segments are able to mitigate oscilla-
ions caused by BOA and varying content source locations. In particu-
ar, each generation overlaps the ascending DASH segments into their
espective higher bitrates. Let’s assume that the data packets which cre-
tes the generation g is denoted as S n , b , g , where b is the bitrate and g
s the generation ID 

3 . Thus, 𝑆 𝑛 = ∪𝐺 
𝑔=1 𝑆 𝑛,𝑏,𝑔 , where G denotes the to-

al number of generations which compose S n , b . To avoid the mixing
f data packets that belongs to different generations, we append the
eneration ID ( g ) to the name of a data packet (i.e., URI) such that
video/100kbit/bunny_2s1.m4s/generation_ID . 

In NC based DAS-NDN, we implement the generations such that cod-
ng operation is expanded to all the data packets belonging to two suc-
essive segments and their respective higher bitrates, i.e., the generation
ize is expanded to the consecutive segments and their optimal resolu-
ions. In particular, each generation g contains at least some of the data
ackets which belongs to two consecutive segments in ascending order
nd their respective higher bitrates. This is driven by the fact that DASH
lients utilize the estimation of the received segment when selecting the
itrate of the subsequent segment. This way, generations forward and
ache the multimedia content that avoids bitrate oscillations triggered
y BOA and varying content source locations. 

Fig. 5 illustrates the mapping of two generations, i.e., g and 𝑔 + 1 ,
espectively, on original data packets. Here two consecutive segments
 1( b i ) and S 2( b j ) are first decomposed into data packets (i.e., chunks of
TU size), where j > i . These data packets are then encoded into network
3 The generation ID restricts the data packets to not mix with the data packets 

elonging to other generations 

m  

s  

n  

E  
oded data packets. The network coded data packets are the random
inear combination of original data packets. Fig. 5 also shows the that in
eneration g , the data packets of bitrates i of S 1 are encoded with bitrates
 of S 2. Thus, more encoded packets of S 2 with higher representations
i.e., j ) are required to decoded the original segment of S 1 b , i . 

With the above-described generation mapping of original data to
orm a network coded version of data enables the NDN caching and
outing strategies to enable network-wide goals for DASH. In particular,
n case, a request from the DASH client results in a cache-hit, the CS or
 rp provides the user encoded data which is capable of competing the
ASH bandwidth estimation requirements for the subsequent segment. 

.1.2. Repository 

Each S rp contains one or more repositories which contain network
oded version of original data. Note that the repository may not con-
ain the complete set of data packets, i.e., S n , b , g , but only the subset of
ata packets such as 𝑆 𝑢 

𝑛,𝑏,𝑔 
𝜖 | S n , b , g |. In addition, we consider that the

unctionalities of repository and CS are similar such as: (i) on receiving
he data packets, these are cached, and (ii) on receiving the interest ̂𝑖 𝑛,𝑏 
gainst network coded packets, it replies with coded data packets, i.e.,
̂ 𝑛,𝑏,𝑔 , which are generated by a set of data packets ( S n , b , g ) available at
S repository. 

.2. Client Design 

In NC based DAS-NDN architecture, the NDN client consists of two
undamental components: (i) a DASH streaming control player which
dapts the user requests based on available bitrates and network band-
idth to provide best possible perceived QoE, and (ii) an NC based DAS-
DN consumer that receives requests of original DASH segments from

he end-user and generates network coded interests to retrieve network
oded data packets. Below we present the details of both: 

.2.1. The DASH Player 

The DASH player is the most immediate interface between the end-
ser and proposed video communication model. When the DASH player
eceives a request from end user to retrieve a video ( S ), initially, it re-
uests the MPD file which defines the relationship between a video seg-
ent’s associated characteristics and its name. The MPD file is usually

mall in size and it needs to be communicated only once. Thus, it is
ot network coded and is requested as traditional NDN content object.
ach MPD lists the NDN names (i.e., Uniform Resource Identifier) of
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Fig. 6. NDN’s naming scheme for DASH’s content representation 
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4 We designed an additional field for NetworkCodingEnable along 

with interest. The field is set to be 1 or 0, respectively, indicating that interest 

is for network coded data packet or for non-coded data packet. 
he video segments [12] . The NDN naming scheme in DAS over NDN
upports versioning and segmentation, which is used for video stream-
ng [16] . The versioning of segments in NDN indicate different represen-
ations of DASH-based multimedia content. Fig. 6 illustrates the example
f NDN name versioning, which is chosen to map different representa-
ions of DASH segments [16] . For instance, the representation 1 and 2
re directed to the versions of NDN URI denoted by _ 𝑣 1 and _ 𝑣 2 , respec-
ively. Similarly, DASH segmentation structure for the content is also
upported by the NDN naming scheme. Given the MPD information, a
ASH player can request the segment ( S n ) appropriate to the estimation
f the available bandwidth and network conditions [26] . 

.2.2. The NC based DAS-NDN Consumer 

When network coded data packets are retrieved at NC based DAS-
DN consumer, it first decodes them and then reassembles them to the
riginal DASH segment. This process is done before the segment has
een sent to DASH streaming control system. In particular, when a con-
umer receives a request for a DASH segment S n , b , it generate and send
 set of network coded interests (i.e., ̂𝐼 𝑛,𝑏,𝑔 ), here n and b are the seg-
ent’s version and resolution, and g is the generation ID. Note that the

eneration ID starts from 𝑔 = 1 . Please note that the value of G can also
e obtained through an initial meta-data packet. 

To keeps track of all the received innovative data packets �̂� 𝑛,𝑏,𝑔 , NC
ased DAS-NDN consumer uses the matrix of data packets �̂� 𝑛,𝑏,𝑔 . When
he matrix ( ̂𝑆 𝑛,𝑏,𝑔 ) is in full rank, and the Gaussian elimination is used
o retrieve original data packets [42] . 

.3. The NC based DAS-NDN forwarder 

The key role of NC based DAS-NDN forwarder in our architecture is
s follows: (i) first, it routes the network coded interests toward their
ontent sources, (ii) it uses the reverse path [3] to forward the corre-
ponding NC data packets back to the clients, (iii) it applies network
oding operations before forwarding the packets, and (iv) it caches the
orwarded packets to satisfy similar future requests. Below we present
he key components of NC based DAS-NDN forwarder, i.e., a modified
ersion of CS, a PIT and a FIB. The FIB of NC based DAS-NDN works as
imilar to the FIB of traditional NDN architecture [3] . 

.3.1. Content Store 

The NDN routers maintain a state in their cache for data packets that
re earlier received. It is done to reply the future interest requests (let
ay, i n ) which holds the same name prefix of cached content (e.g., s n ).
ifferently from NDN, in NC based DAS-NDN, the clients provide a name
refix ( ̂𝑖 𝑛,𝑏,𝑔 ) which refer to a NC data packet that is generated from the
et �̂� 𝑛,𝑏,𝑔 [42] , along with the precise name for the interests. Note that
 is the generation ID. In particular, in NC based DAS-NDN, a router R
eceiving an interest 𝑖 𝑛,𝑏,𝑔 reply with the NC version of the data packet
̂ 𝑛,𝑏,𝑔 . However, R only replies to ̂𝑖 𝑛,𝑏,𝑔 to the client if it identifies that ̂𝑠 𝑛,𝑏,𝑔 
ill have high probability of being innovative. To generate innovative
ata packets (i.e., �̂� 𝑛,𝑏,𝑔 ), R randomly combines the data packets �̂� 𝐧 , 𝐛 , 𝐠 
n its CS [42] . Thus, �̂� 𝑛,𝑏,𝑔 can be expressed as �̂� 𝑛,𝑏,𝑔 = 

∑|�̂� 𝐧 , 𝐛 , 𝐠 |
𝑞=1 𝜇𝑞 ∗ ̂𝐬 

( 𝐪 ) 
𝐧 , 𝐛 , 𝐠 ,

ere the randomly selected coding coefficient is 𝜇q and ̂𝐬 ( 𝐪 ) 𝐧 , 𝐛 , 𝐠 is the q th

ata packet in �̂� 𝐧 , 𝐛 , 𝐠 . 

.3.2. Pending Interest Table 

As stated in Section 6.3.1 , upon receiving an interest 𝑖 𝑛,𝑏,𝑔 , the NC
ased DAS-NDN router R replies such interest with NC data packet
hich is generated from �̂� 𝑛,𝑏,𝑔 . In case, the data packets which are stored

n R ’s CS are not enough to create innovative packets �̂� 𝑛,𝑏,𝑔 , then R waits
or new packets to receive before it replies to such an interest. More-
ver, the R forward the interest 𝑖 𝑛,𝑏,𝑔 to the next hop and creates a PIT
ntry for that interest similar to NDN [3] . To facilitate the additional
unctionalities of NC based DAS-NDN forwarder, the PIT entry also in-
ludes the generation g along with name prefix, e.g., a list of PIT entries
t R is expressed as 𝜏 = { 𝑡 𝑛,𝑏,𝑔 …} [42] . 

.4. Mitigation Against BOA 

In this section, we present the functional details of NC based DAS-
DN mitigation mechanism against BOA. In particular, we illustrate the
rocedure when our proposed NC enabled network (i.e., NC based DAS-
DN router) receives a interest from a benign DASH client and the data
acket processing at a client in the presence of BOA attack or varied
ontent source locations. 

.4.1. Interest processing 

When a NC based DAS-NDN router receive a request 𝑖 𝑛,𝑏,𝑔 for net-
ork coded data packet 4 �̂� 𝑛,𝑏,𝑔 , the router performs one of the function

rom the following three conditions: (i) satisfies the interest with NC
ata packet generated from a set of data packets available at R ’s CS, (ii)
orwards that interest to next-hop to retrieve innovative NC data pack-
ts, or (iii) interest collapse in the PIT and waits for the new coded data
acket to arrive. We explain this procedure in detail in Algorithm 4 . 

• Satisfying the interest: Router R replies to interest ̂𝑖 𝑛,𝑏,𝑔 when (i) it has
collected innovative network coded data packets |�̂� 𝑛,𝑏,𝑔 | in its CS, i.e.,
data packets are available to decode generation for �̂� 𝑛,𝑏,𝑔 ; or (ii) the
network coded data packets generated by R have a high probability
of being innovative for the requesting node. The total number of
coded data packets which R is able to generate over the face f , and
which also have the probability of being innovative is calculated by
𝜖
𝑓 

𝑛,𝑏,𝑔 
= 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘 ( ̂𝑆 𝑅 

𝑛,𝑏,𝑔 
) − 𝜎

𝑓 

𝑛,𝑏,𝑔 
. The parameter 𝜎𝑓 

𝑛,𝑏,𝑔 
denotes the number

of network coded data packets that have been forwarded over the
face f . In particular, when the 𝜖𝑓 

𝑛,𝑏,𝑔 
is greater than 0, the router R

generates a new network coded data packets and forward it to face
f . 
As stated in Section 6.1.1 , the generations g for each DASH segment
𝑆 𝑛,𝑏 𝑖 ,𝑔 

are packetize along with their subsequent segments in higher
bitrates 𝑆 𝑛 +1 ,𝑏 𝑗 ,𝑔 , where j > i . In particular, each segment of multi-
media content is network coded along with the subsequent segment
and their respective higher bitrates. Therefore, R replies to the in-
terest 𝑖 𝑛,𝑏,𝑔 only if the data packet is composed of the content �̂� 𝑛,𝑏,𝑔 ,
which is generated (i.e., coded) with subsequent segments of higher
bitrates. 

• Forwarding the interest: In case, when R is not able to generate
enough network coded data packets or the packets do not have high
probability of being innovative, i.e, 𝜖𝑓 

𝑛,𝑏,𝑔 
is equal to 0, R forwards the

interest ̂𝑖 𝑛,𝑏,𝑔 to next hop. In particular, this means that R requires to
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Algorithm 4 Network Coding enabled DAS 

1: procedure select_segment_proc( 𝑆( 𝑛 ) 𝑏 𝑘 , 𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑓, ̂𝑖 ( 𝑛 ) 𝑏,𝑔 , �̂� ( 𝑛 ) 𝑏,𝑔 ) 
2: 𝑀𝑃 𝐷 ← Send _ requests _ to _ 𝑃 ⊳ 𝑀𝑃 𝐷 = { 𝑆( 𝑛 ) 𝑏 𝑖,𝑗 } 
3: 𝑆( 𝑟 ) 𝑏 𝑘 ← Select _ segment _ proc() 

4: 𝑖 ( 𝑛 ) 𝑏 𝑘 ,𝑔 ← 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 ( 𝑆( 𝑟 ) 𝑏 𝑘 ) 
5: �̂� ( 𝑛 ) 𝑏 𝑘 ,𝑔 ← ̂( 𝑖 ( 𝑟 ) 𝑏 𝑘 , 𝑔) ⊳ Issue network coded interests for network 

coded segments 
6: �̂� ( 𝑟 ) 𝑏 𝑘 , 𝑔← NetCodNDN _ Forwarder _ proc ( ̂𝑖 ( 𝑟 ) 𝑏 𝑘 , 𝑔, 𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑓 ) ⊳ 

NetCodNDN forwarder 
7: if 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘 ( ̂𝑆 ( 𝑟 ) , 𝑏, 𝑔) = |�̂� ( 𝑟 ) , 𝑔| then 

8: generation g is decodable 

9: 𝑔 = 𝑆 ( 𝑟 ) 𝑏 𝑖 + 𝑆 ( 𝑟 ) 𝑏 𝑘 ⊳ 𝑖 < 𝑘 ≤ 𝑗 

10: Reply with network coded segment 

11: 

12: 𝑆 ( 𝑛 ) 𝑏 𝑘 ← ̂( 𝑆 ( 𝑟 ) 𝑏 𝑘 , 𝑔) 
13: else 

14: if |�̂� ( 𝑟 ) 𝑘, 𝑔| ≠ 𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑜𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 _ 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 _ 𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡𝑠 then 

15: Send interest (̂ 𝑖 ( 𝑟 ) 𝑏 𝑘 , 𝑔) to next hop 

16: else 

17: if 𝑡 𝑜𝑢𝑡 > 𝑡 𝑖𝑛 then ⊳ PIT have an identical entry 
18: wait for network coded data packets 

19: end if 

20: end if 

21: end if 

22: close ; 
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5 Libdash is an official library providing DASH standards. 
6 We use Bandwidth independent Efficient Buffering (BiEB) [33] with a maxi- 

mum buffer limit of 33 seconds. 
retrieve more innovative data packets which increases the rank of
S n,b,g to reply the interest 𝑖 𝑛,𝑏,𝑔 . Thus, when R is not able to gener-
ate complete coded data for S n , b , g which is composed of data packets
associated with 𝑆 𝑛,𝑏 𝑖 ,𝑔 and 𝑆 𝑛 +1 ,𝑏 𝑗 ,𝑔 , where j > i , R do not satisfy the
interest and forward it to next hop. Note that before forwarding the
interest, R checks the PIT to support interest aggregation feature as
stated in Section 6.3 . 

• Waiting for new network coded data packets: If there is a similar PIT
entry for any specific network coded interest, R do not forward the
interest, and it will wait to retrieve new network coded packet. In
particular, it means that network coded interest sent by R is greater
than the data packets received. Therefore, the router waits for new
network coded data packets so that it can satisfy all pending interests
in the PIT. 

.4.2. Processing of data packets at DASH client 

With above-described functionality of NC based DAS-NDN for-
arder, DASH client always receive the segments which are linearly
etwork coded with their subsequent segments of higher bitrates. As
entioned in the Algorithm 4 (line 6 - 22), router R while receiving

he requests for 𝑆 𝑛,𝑏 𝑖 from DASH client replies with �̂� 𝑛,𝑏 𝑘 ,𝑔 (i.e., pack-

ts coded in the combination of segments, �̂� 𝑛,𝑏 𝑖 ,𝑔 and �̂� 𝑛 +1 ,𝑏 𝑘 ,𝑔 , where
 > k ≤ j . In case, when DASH client experiences undesirable bitrate es-
imations due to BOA or varying content source locations, it requests
or higher bitrates for subsequent segments. Since the packets are lin-
arly coded with the higher bitrates and are being transmitted over the
etwork through NC enabled forwarding and caching (as illustrated in
ection 6.3 ), the successive coded segments with optimal bitrates are
lso delivered to the client. Finally, the DASH client retrieves the origi-
al segments from the available network coded data packets. 

. Performance Evaluation and Analysis 

In this section, we present the evaluation of our proposed NC based
AS-NDN in presence of BOA, and compare with DAS over NDN without
etwork coding capabilities. To examine the impact of attack, we per-
orm extensive simulations on AMuSt-ndnSIM [25] , which is an ndnSIM
43] based adaptive video streaming framework. In particular, AMuSt-
dnSIM provides a support to connect libdash 5 [44] and NDN by ex-
hanging HTTP traffic with NDN. To enable network coding for DAS
etween sources and clients, we modified Amust-ndnSIM framework.
n particular, we have used Kodo C++ library [45] to enable network
oding operations (as discussed in Section 6 ) in DAS over NDN.. 

.1. Test Setup 

We evaluate our proposed NC based DAS-NDN architecture by im-
lementing a real ISP-like topology (i.e., AS-3967) which is measured by
he RocketFuel project [46] , as illustrated in Fig. 7 . The ISP-like topol-
gy we used is based on a modified version of Rocketfuels AT&T topol-
gy [46] . Aim to select a larger ISP-like topology is to reflect the impact
f BOA and effectiveness of proposed countermeasure under a more re-
listic and large-scale network topology. We extracted the largest con-
ected component comprising of 539 nodes from this original topol-
gy and separated the nodes into three categories: clients, gateways,
nd backbones. Nodes having degree less than four were classified as
lients (313 red nodes as shown in Fig. 7 ), nodes directly connected to
lients were classified as gateways (79 green nodes), and the remain-
ng nodes were classified as backbones (147 blue nodes). On AS-3967,
e implemented a server P , DASH client C , and proposed adversarial
odel (i.e., with three adversaries, 𝐴𝑑𝑣 1 , 𝐴𝑑𝑣 2 , and 𝐴𝑑𝑣 3 at different

ocations) linked with 79 nodes and 147 bidirectional edges. We con-
gured P to host real-time multimedia data, an MPEG-DASH video (i.e.,
igBuckBunny ) in two variants of data coding such as AVC [30] and
VC-encoded [29] dataset, respectively. We examine C using three dif-
erent types of DASH adaptation strategies, i.e., Rate-Based ( RB ) [25] ,
uffer-Based ( BB ) [33] 6 , and Rate-Buffer-based ( R & B ) [25] . 

To examine the adversarial impact with diverse conditions, we per-
orm simulations by connecting adversary separately to multiple loca-
ions in the network of AS-3967 (as Shown in Fig. 7 ). Lastly, to prove the
uthenticity of results we perform each simulation round for a consid-
rable length of time period, i.e., more than four minutes. The details
bout the network parameters along with their associated values that
re used in target setup are depicted in Table 2 . 
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Table 1 

Notation table 

Notation Meaning 

𝐴𝑑𝑣, C , P adversary, client, producer 

R , AP routers, access point 

S , N video file at P , number of segments in S 

S n n th segment of S 

CS l cache at R l 
b ( i , j ) set of available bit rates of S 

𝛼 consecutive gap of variable length 

b f bitrate of S received from CS 

b j and b i maximum and minimum bitrate 

MPD media presentation description ( XML file) 

Table 2 

Simulation Setup 

Parameter Value 

Total number of DASH segments (N) 250 

Simulation time 240 

Available representations in AVC 20 

SVC quality support layers 4 

Each segment duration 2 sec 

Maximum buffer size 30 

Gap in segments fetched by 𝐴𝑑𝑣 𝛼 2 

Fragment size 1449 byte 

Drop Tail Queue (max. packets) 20 

Caching policy LRU 

Start-up delay (s) 0.1 

Maximum buffered time 30 Sec 
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Fig. 8. Bitrate variations with different adversarial locations using RB (AVC) 

Fig. 9. # of oscillations and average oscillation magnitude to different adver- 

sarial locations using RB (AVC) 
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.2. Evaluation Metrics 

A video file viewed by a user is considered of a good quality if it is
eceived in high bitrate (i.e., high resolution) and there were no inter-
uptions during the streaming process (i.e., resolution should be stable
uring the streaming). In the literature [27] and [28] , the metrics that
ave highest impact on user experience during DASH video streaming
epends on the frequent switching between bitrates and switching am-
litude during the streaming of a video file. Therefore, the spatial qual-
ty of a streaming video is calculated by measuring the amplitude and
requency of the variations occurred. To this end, we use the following
valuation metrics. 

• Number of oscillations/switches: It is measured as a total number of
frequency fluctuations over a time period, higher the number lower
the perceived video quality [47] ; 

• Average oscillation/switch magnitude: It is as the total amplitude
of the frequency fluctuations over a time period to the number of
fluctuations [28,47] . 

.3. Attack Impact 

To relax the adversarial assumption, we computed the impact of at-
ack when adversary is not completely aware of the victim location.
n particular, we launched the attack while connecting adversary sepa-
ately at different edge points of topology (i.e., AS- 3967). Figs. 8 and 9
how the adversarial impact of BOA separately with different adversar-
al locations (as shown in Fig. 7 ). Fig. 8 reports similar variation in the
itrate requested by DAS client for three different adversaries located
t various positions in network. Furthermore, results in Fig. 9 shows
 merely similar increase in the oscillation frequency and average os-
illation magnitude encountered by C for all three cases. In particular,
he two figures confirm that 𝐴𝑑𝑣 is able to degrade the QoE of benign
sers while being connected to any on-path router. This is due to the
act that in all three cases, the 𝐴𝑑𝑣 is able to populate the PIT and CS
f atleast some on-path routers (i.e., between C and P ) with intended
equests/content. In results, C while intercepting these states of PIT and
S of on-path routers experience bitrate oscillations. Due to space lim-
tations, we present rest of the results including all various adaptation
trategies and dataset for the case of 𝐴𝑑𝑣 1 as a benchmark in our simu-
ations. 

The experimental investigation also shows that maximum bitrate os-
illations during the attack happens when an 𝐴𝑑𝑣 request interests with
onsecutive gaps. In case when an 𝐴𝑑𝑣 issues two contiguous interests
instead of one) with a consecutive gap, the impact of the attack declines
y 50%. Moreover, the adversary helps the victim to improve its QoE
f it requests more than two continuous segments. Since in this case the
lient will be receiving most of the continuous segments from the routers
hich are targeted by 𝐴𝑑𝑣 (i.e., on-path), it will result in reduced bitrate
scillations and high bandwidth utilization. Therefore in our experimen-
al analysis, the adversary requests a unilateral sequence of segments to
chieve the maximum efficiency in the attack. The Figs. 10 and 11 show
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Fig. 10. Comparison of attack sequences (RB-AVC) 

Fig. 11. Switches comparison of attack sequences (RB-AVC) 
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Fig. 12. Dynamic adaptive streaming using RB (AVC) 

Fig. 13. Dynamic adaptive streaming using R&B (AVC) 
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he relation of switching frequency and number of continuous segments
equested by the attacker. From the results, it can be seen that switch-
ng frequency reduces when 𝐴𝑑𝑣 requests more number of consecutive
egments. 

To analyze the adversarial impact of BOA, we compare the base-line

cenario (i.e., without attack) with the scenario where DAS client expe-
ience BOA. Using AVC dataset, the bitrate requested by the DAS client
sing RB and R&B adaptation logic for both the cases, i.e., Under BOA
nd base-line, and it is shown in Figs. 12 and 13 , respectively. Moreover,
igs. 15 and 16 plot the corresponding oscillation frequency experienced
y the DAS client. The results show that the frequency of oscillations
hile streaming with RB and R&B logic increases enormously, i.e., ap-
roximately 20% and 33.3%, respectively. In addition, Fig. 22 show the
verage oscillation magnitude of bitrate fluctuations for these two adap-
ation logic. The results report that BOA also increases the oscillation
agnitude for RB and R&B by upto 267% and 212%, respectively. 

The bitrate requested by client using BB adaptation logic (for AVC
ataset) is reported in Fig. 14 . At first glance, it can be seen that
he client is experiencing higher video bitrates under BOA, however,
ut when considering the user’s QoE evaluation metrics (detailed in
ection 7.2 ), it is not the only factor to be acceptable. Results in Fig. 17
eports a visible increase in the oscillation frequency for BB adaptation
ogic (i.e., up to 33%). This is because the BOA rapidly saturates buffer
ccupancy for repeated time intervals which results in bitrate oscilla-
ions. In addition, Fig. 22 reports the average oscillation magnitude for
B adaption logic that also increases upto 30% under BOA. In summary,
or all the DAS adaptation strategies in AVC, there is an increase in num-
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Fig. 14. Dynamic adaptive streaming using BB (AVC) 

Fig. 15. # of switches RB (AVC) 
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Fig. 17. # of switches BB (AVC) 
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er and magnitude of oscillations that the consumer experiences. It is
ue to the BOA in which the adversary forces the DAS adaptation unit
o switch multiple times with extremely low and high bitrates. 

For SVC dataset, the BOA results shows the increase in oscillation
requency for RB as it is seen in Figs. 18 and 20 , which is about 275%
pproximately. In addition, Fig. 22 also depicts that oscillation magni-
ude increases by about 270%, which translates into massive QoE degra-
ation. Note that the overall oscillation magnitude for SVC is less when
ompared to AVC. It is because, in SVC, the total available bitrate rep-
esentations are four (i.e., one BL and three EL) as compared to twenty
itrate representations of AVC. Our simulation studies also revealed that
B adaptation logic in SVC is resilient to BOA. Figs. 19 and 21 show that
uffer capacity resists to short term bandwidth fluctuations, where there
re just few layers of quality and each layer subsequently enhances the
ideo quality. However, use of BB explicitly with SVC still remains an
pen question for researchers due to buffer size management in small
evices, such as smartphones. 

.4. NC based NDN-DAS Effectiveness 

In this section, we discuss the effectiveness of proposed counter-
easure. Our simulation studies highlight the phenomena that in NC

ased DAS-NDN, each DASH segment and it’s respective representation
s mapped through generations with successive segment and respective
igher bitrates, as detailed in Section 6.1.1 . Therefore, when victim ex-
eriences abrupt variation in bitrate estimation and request for higher
itrate (i.e., in case of BOA or varying content source location), the suc-
essive segment is also forwarded to end user. This because segment’s
ackets are linearly encoded with their respective higher bitrates of sub-
equent segments and are being delivered through NC enable forwarding
nd caching, as illustrated in Section 6.3 . It is worth mentioning that NC
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Fig. 18. Dynamic adaptive streaming using RB (SVC) 

Fig. 19. Dynamic adaptive streaming using BB (SVC) 
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Fig. 21. # of switches BB (SVC) 
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ased DAS-NDN client expediences higher video bitrates while stream-
ng compared to convectional DAS-NDN client and hence improved the
erceived QoE. 

The simulation results in Figs. 12 , 13 and 14 report the performance
f NC based DAS-NDN using AVC data set for RB, R&B, and BB, respec-
ively. Results in Figs. 15 , 16 , and 17 show that our proposed coun-
ermeasure not only mitigate the adverse impact of BOA, but it also
ignificantly reduces the oscillation frequency compare to the base-line
cenario. In particular, compare to the base-line, NC based DAS-NDN
educes the oscillation frequency by up to 80%, 68%, and 46% for RB,
&B, and BB, respectively. In addition, Fig. 22 reports that NC based
AS-NDN also reduces the magnitude of bitrate fluctuations when com-
ared to base-line, i.e., by up to 275%, 46%, and 17% for RB, R&B, and
B, respectively. 
In case of SVC dataset, Figs. 18 and 20 report the performance of NC
ased DAS-NDN while using RB adaptation strategy. Results report that
he proposed countermeasure efficiently mitigates the attack, moreover,
ompare to base-line reduces the oscillation frequency by up to 20%.
ig. 22 also shows that NC based DAS-NDN reduces oscillation magni-
ude by to 30% when compared to conventional DAS streaming without
dversary. Although simulation studies reveals that BB based DAS adap-
ation (for SVC) is unaffected by BOA (refer to Figs. 19 , 21 and 22 ),
etwork coding enabled DAS enhances the QoE of user by further re-
ucing the oscillation frequency and magnitude by up to 35% and 40%,
espectively. 
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Fig. 22. Average switch magnitude 
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. Conclusion 

The inherent characteristics of NDN which includes efficient content
istribution and tendency to support multipath transmission also bring
nexpected privacy consequences [36] . In this paper, first, we show
hat an adversary can misuse the two absolute specialities of NDN (i.e.,
n-network caching and interest aggregation) to malfunction the adap-
ive streaming mechanism of DASH, thus degrades the performance of
AS over NDN. Later, we introduce a robust framework for adaptive
itrate streaming by efficiently enabling network coding to DAS over
DN which mitigates such an attack. To validate our work, we design
nd implement our proposed approaches (the attack and its countermea-
ure) on AmustndnSIM simulator. Through extensive simulations, we
onclude that the BOA increases the annoyance factor in the user’s spa-
ial dimension, i.e., high frequency of bitrate oscillations and oscillation
agnitude decrease the perceived QoE. While our proposed counter-
easure enables the network coding within NDN architecture w.r.t the
erceived QoE evaluation parameters. The results show that the coun-
ermeasure effectively alleviates the adverser effects of BOA, moreover,
t further heightens user-perceived QoE in the presence of varied content
ource locations and NDN’s implicit characteristics. 
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